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What small thing could you do to make someone’s day better?

The Golden Touch

T

his is the story of a very greedy converting them into gold.
rich man who chanced upon
meeting a fairy.
nce he got home, his daughter
rushed to greet him. As soon
he fairy’s hair was caught in a as he bent down to scoop her up
few tree branches. Realizing in his arms, she turned into a gold
he had an opportunity to make statue.
even more money, he asked for a
wish in return for helping the fairy.
e realized his folly and spent
the rest of his days searching
e said, ’All that I touch should for the fairy to take away his wish.
turn to gold’, and his wish
was granted by the grateful fairy.
oral of the Story: Greediness
will always lead to a
he greedy man rushed home downfall.
to tell his wife and daughter
about his new boon, all the while
touching stones and pebbles and
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Excerpts from Suresh Semwal Book – Selling Simplified
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ick yourself before some- its feet. Now the mother giraffe fort zone and become better.
body else Kicks you! comes and kicks it one more time.
hen life results kick
e all can learn a wonhe
baby
giraffe
falls
you, don’t stand down,
derful
lesson
from
down but this time quick- stand up. Don’t give up, get up!
the birth of baby giraffe. ly stands up. There you go.
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he baby falls from its mothow the mother giraffe feels reer’s womb, some eight feet
lieved as the baby has learnt the
above the ground. It shrivels up most important lesson of survival.
and lies still, too weak to move.
hen you fall down, quickly
he
mother
giraffe
afget up not give up. If you
ter lovingly caressing the fall down again, get up again.
baby kicks it up in the air.
his is how this baby gihe baby giraffe tumbles
raffe will be able to survive
down on the ground and is against lions, tigers and leopards.
being kicked again and again.
o kicking is important. The
fter some kicking the baby
choice is, do we wait the situgiraffe, still trembling and ation, bosses or competitors to
tired, pushes its limbs and, for kick us or do we kick ourselves
the first time, learns to stand on every morning out of our com-
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A Speed breaker is either an obstacle or an opportunity to be enjoyed...it is all up to you

Should we speed up or slow down! – By Tapas Dasmohapatra

Y

ou are driving at sixty to appreciate new things,
kilometers per hour and slow down to give our
heading towards your home best in everything we do.
after a long day at work.
feel each and every role we
ou get a call on
play; of a father, mother,
your
blue-tooth spouse, son or daughter, we
headset from your spouse. got to slow down sometimes
to ask ourselves whether
nd that is a request from I am giving my best in it!
your spouse to get a
chocolate pastry on your way
an I play this role
back from a new bakery shop
in
a
better
way?
which would be on your left
with a red color sign board.
nd I have found that each
time I ask this to myself
ow
to
locate
that the answer is clear and loud:
you
need
to
slow ‘Yes there must be a better way’.
down or you may miss it.
ind ‘your’ better ways
imilarly in life we need
to play the role you
to slow down to realize have because this is how we
opportunities,
slow
down live our life to the fullest.
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Humour Learning

A

“

n ugly looking but brilliant
What if our children have
doctor once told a dull-witmy looks and your brains?”
ted but very pretty nurse, “Even the doctor remarked.
though you have little brains,
your looks are simply great!”
eflection: We cannot assume that things will turn
Oh, thank you, Doctor,” the out the way we want them to.
dumb nurse said happily.
hen one realizes that the
You know, how great it’d be
course, life can take can
if we were to get married … be unpredictable, wisdom ariswe’ll have children with your es.
intelligence and my looks.”

“
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Revenge will never solve anything, karma will

BELIEFS- THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF OUR LIFE - Jas K. Bhatia

“

Create
The
Highest,
Grandest Vision Possible
For Your Life, Because
You Become What You
Believe” Oprah Winfrey

I

nvesting in self is one of
the best gifts you can ever
give yourself. Whether it is
investing time, money or
any resource that you can.

I

recently undertook a 21day Meditation Course
with
Deepak
Chopra
and
Oprah
Winfrey.

T

say that? The five people determine what happens next.
that you spend the most of
your time with determine
belief
of
teams
the quality of your life!
performing well and
each person in an organisation
he quality of your life gives the best he/she can, will
is in turn decided by take the company to great
the beliefs that are held heights where as a belief that
collectively in that group. love does not exist will always
keep you away from true love!
or example: all around
you might believe that
hink what you believe to
honesty is the best policy
be true, for it becomes
and value it above anything WHO
YOU
ARE…
else. Cheating and lying for
any reason, whatsoever, will
not be acceptable by them.
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hough it is based on the
fundamentals of our
f financial abundance is not
existence, living & beliefs,
abundant for you and never
it provided me with nuances seems to be in a constant flow
that could easily go unnoticed in your life, you might want
in the busy world of today. to consider what beliefs do
you hold regarding money!
e, indeed, are what
we
believe!
Our
s it that love and money
shaping, our conditioning.
can’t go co-exist or is it that
Our learned behaviour, our money brings in evil or money
environment, our people, our does not grow on trees?
peers- all are driving us to a
life that we are living today
ith limiting beliefs
and a life that we would live.
like these, it is
almost impossible to make
ack Canfield once said, money and keep it, let
“You are the average of alone be financially free!
the five people you spend
maximum time with.” What
eliefs
shape
our
does he mean when he
destiny all the time and
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Build your own dreams, or someone else will hire you to build theirs

Life Lesson!!
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Try a little harder to be a little better
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Our deeds determine us as much as we determine our deeds
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